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Gaming
Movie CGI
Engineering
3D printing

3D modeling in architecture



THE INDUSTRY
Gaming
Battlezone (1980) – first video game 
with 3D elements

Jumping Flash (1995) – first true 
3D video game



THE INDUSTRY
Gaming
A virtual model of the
Notre-Dame cathedral for the 
video game Assassin’s Creed 
Unity took two years to make

It‘s so precise that it can help with 
the reconstruction of the famous 
building

Virtual model from the game



THE INDUSTRY
Movie CGI
= Computer-generated imagery

It most commonly refers to the 
usage of 3D computer graphics 
for creating characters and 
special effects in movies

CGI software is now widely 
available and individual artists 
can produce professional-grade 
films of their own Gollum from The Lord of the 

Rings



THE INDUSTRY
Movie CGI
Visual effects (VFX) is 
a method to intergrate 
unreal digital elements 
into live action movies. 

VFX and CGI requires 
lot of preparations and 
planning ahead in 
filmmaking

MISSION ANTICOVID 
(2020) 



THE INDUSTRY
Movie CGI
In the film The Invisible Man, 
which is a remake of the original 
from 1988, it is almost never 
known that the main character of 
this film is completely modeled 
in a 3D program

The movie has won several 
awards for 3D modeling



THE INDUSTRY
Engineering
Modern engineering is 
influenced by 3D graphics 
more than you may think

Engineers use 3D software 
to visualize the final look of 
the product, machine or 
other components

This software is called CAD 
(computer aided design) 

SOLIDWORKS, a manufacturing 
software



THE INDUSTRY
3D printing
What exactly is 3d printing?
It‘s a process of turning a 3D 
model, made from a 2D 
reference, into a solid object
How does it work?
It‘s laying down material layer by 
layer
Since when can we do this?
The concept dates back to 1945



THE INDUSTRY
3D printing
So, what can it be used 
for?
Jewellery, spare parts or 
even medical devices

Keychain
As you can see on the 
right-side picture, we made 
our own EDUSO keychain



HISTORY
3D modeling
The first 3D models 
were created in 1960s

Back then, only 
professionals in the field 
of computer engineering 
who worked with 
mathematical models 
and data analysis were 
involved in 3D modeling

Sketchpad, the first 3D 
software



HISTORY
3D animation
Toy Story was the first 
full-length, 3D 
computer-animated 
movie, it was a most 
significant milestone for 
animation

In 2012, the American 
Film Institute rated the 
film the 6th best 
animated film in history

The film had a 
budget of only 
$30 million and 
the film's creative 
team consisted 
of 110 
employees, 
including 27 
animators



3D SOFTWARE



3D MODELING
Modeling is creating an object 
in 3D digital environment 

It‘s the most important process 
for any kind of 3D graphics   

Modeling involves moving 
digital points in three axis – X,Y 
and Z

Filling the space between those 
points creates a 3D object 



3D MODELING

NOKIA 3310 in 
Blender



TEXTURING
Texture mapping is applying 
an image on the surface of 
an object

Surface is unwrapped to the 
net and projected on the 2D 
image 



TEXTURING
Minecraft 
(2011)
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